
Jia-Wun Goose Farm, established in 1976, began with part-time goose-raising of 
small scale on a rural site, has grown up to a commercialized enterprise 
nowadays. It has been constructed step by step to make the idea of animal 
factory realized. By carefully integrating new and efficient technologies, the 
farm is one of the leading farms which make goose farming gradually displays 
its new look instead of the traditional impression of pasture raising. 
The 40,000 more breeders stocked by Jia-Wun Goose Farm are derived from 
the commercial white Roman goose line. Currently, over 1 million goslings were 
produced on the farm annually. 
Jia-Wun Goose Farm genetically selects and establishes its own flock of geese 
along with introducing new blood ganders from Beidou White Goose LRI No. 1 
which was bred by Changhua Animal Propagation Station of the Livestock 
Research Institute. 
Jia-Wun Goose farm, being the pioneer of goose industry in Taiwan who 
exporting goslings to oversea markets in 2009, is still very active to develop the 
markets in Mainland China and Southeast Asia. 
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Jia-Wun Goose Farm-
An Animal Factory Farm

Traditionally, goose flocks were raised by rivers or ponds. Taiwanese 
researchers have put a lot of efforts on introducing and developing the 
technique of water-pad cooling house systems for goose farming. With these 
efforts, it is possible that goslings are produced off-seasons by using 
environment-controlled houses. This technique has been well developed and 
extensively adopted by a lot of leading goose farmers. The Jia-Wun Goose 
Farm has successfully realized the idea of animal factory by using this 
decisive and breakthrough technology, and its production of goslings is 
year-round. 
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Please contact Jia-Wun Farm
Phone: 886-932773700
Email: boby1102@yahoo.com.tw 


